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As I have anticipated in my Facebook timelime last week, I remouced as a General 

Representative in Latin America and to all my titles or positions as part of Alianz telling to  you: 

“I remounce, I do not want to he an accomplice”. 

I am not the author of that sentence, it was said by Director Mr Pierre Galant, Oxfam ex 

General Secretary, Belgium, when he remounced to his work at the World Bank in a Committe 

of initiatives for non Gubernamental Organisations the last century. He was reporting a 

scheme to subdue Latin Americans , a scheme which will cause poverty and starving. He had 

lots of friends in Latin American and he was not going to he a traitor to them. And neither I am 

I thought that his sentence was very appropiated because of the incidents that happened in 

this región through lies, tricks, trying to cause constant confrontation and permanent 

interferences with and evil, unhealthy, unknown reason. 

Perhaps it is your ego, the social media sickness, where people do the most crazy things 

because of a photograph, I do not know, but: “I remounce, I do not want to he an accomplice”. 

In fact, I renounce to Alianz Canine Worldwide – FCI – Federation Canine Internacional – AFIC, 

as it is recognized by guvernamental papers. I was a member of Alianz with only a condition: 

To not copy others and not plagiarize. The true FCI have began a trial against the Federacion 

Canina Internacional (International Canine Federation) because they used their Brand FCI (was 

it you or somebody else with the same name?). i told you time ago: I do not want to be FCI, I 

am free and independant, that is why I say: “I renounce, I do not want to he an accomplice”. 

 



 

From a long while I have been critizicing you because your dictatorial, dark way of mamaging 

things, your discrimination against my Latin friends, calling them “ silly ones”. I have an audio 

that you sent me from Bolivia in which you did it with a friend, Mr Brayan. I am not going to let 

you do that, it is a serions offense. That is why I say: “I renounce, I do not want to he an 

accomplice”.  

I remember a conversation between us, you told me you were going to fire them out of Alianz 

and I answerend No, it was preferable to sanction them. You did not like it, I mean trying to fix 

things between Latin American brothers. I still have that conversation via Skype. It is not a lie. 

That is why I say: “ I renounce,I do not want to be an accomplice”. As the holy prophet 

Mahoma said: “ Tell the truth, no matter how sour it could be, even against yourself”. 

For a long while I have been watching and speaking and you get angry, as it happens to every 

one who do a suggestion about how you manage things and facts, Iam not the only one, those 

who know you have learned this. Many people have suffered your anger, your bad 

humour,your ignore an despise with no reason. They are the ones who are going to 

understand me the best. I am not your slave to endure your lack of respect. That is why I say: “ 

I renounce, I do not want to be an accomplice”. 

I am sure you are going to say lots of lies about me. We have heard that in the past. You like a 

victim and all the world against you. We gifted you with our confidence and a place in our 

projects. You have copied a lot from us and that is good, knowledgement and ideas are given 

whit love, take them, use them, I have lots more, but when you could not take any more from 

me, you are going to look for another person and that is not a brillant future for you. Because I 

am not going to share any more projects with you I say: “ I renounce I do not want to be an 

accomplice”. 

I have some recorded conversations from different persons an places in which you ask 

somebody to find a contact for Alianz in America. You have forgotten I am the Alianz General 

Representative in America. You know I would never dare to do something like you have done. 

Because of this untruthful manipulation I say: “I renounce, I do not want to be an accomplice”. 

You do not respect people, you have manipulated them in different countries, the list in long 

enough, I am not going to bother you with it. You always do the same: to confront , to divide, 

to seed hate. I remember the way you betrayed dear Avram, such an valuable member of 

Alianz, you used  to call him “Brother” well, the  same you have done with                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

me,  I ask for Avram`s forgiveness because I did nothing to avoid  him to be betrayed ,  that is 

why I say: “ I renonce , I don not want to be an accomplice”. 

As wise Confucio used to say: “When hates grows,think on the consequences”. You search, 

speak, copycating everybody insisting on your “ own marketing”, to make  others think you are 

a close person , to seed your intrigues. Y have advertised you about this time ago. Did you 

remember when you came back from a meeting in Riga and I told you the ONU`s motto? 

“Diversity is richness, not a threat”. I see you never, ever, have understood it, you have several 

fake faces, what a shame.  That is why I say: “ I renounce, I do not want to be an accomplice”. 



You and lots of people know me, I have nothing hidden, nothing to be ashamed about, I am 

transparent till the point to be boring. When I travel I go from the hotel to the shows or 

seminars, giving my fee away to the organizers. But I know you are going to invent lies, lots of 

them. It does not matter, I forgive you, but anyway I say: “ I renounce, I do not want to be an 

accomplice”. 

Another very important subject is about judges, I am one of the only two who conform the 

International Commitee   (you designated me during a meeting at Plovdiv, Bulgaria, when 

Avram was yet with us) I have repeated you many times that I do not lend any support to the 

judges you are commissioning. A judge is a  PERSON OF THE MAIN IMPORTANCE IN THE 

BREEDING SCHEDULE. He must have a deep knowledgement about conformation and 

funtionality and about health issues related to them. But you are commissioning canine 

hairdressers as judges without the required kno                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

ledgement and schooling. Did you remember the test I made to be passed to be a judge? You 

did                                                                                      nothing with  it. You are commissioning 

persons as judges to obtein their sympathy, not to improve the dog breeding around the 

world. Everybody have noticed this fact. I am not going to let you this lack of respect to 

breeders, harming the canine breeding worldwide. I did not endorsed this kind of 

commissionings you have done rising your finger  . I was against it. That is why I say : “ I 

renounce, I do not want to be an accomplice”. 

 

 

I want to remark another important subject, your qualification courses, those you sell                                                                                                                                                                                               

all                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

over the world. ICUAM imforms that they are not recognized by them (nor ACAM, nor Alianz). 

They say you must search for recognized certifications here http…………………………….., your 

courses are not there either. Everything you try to do seems very dark and complicated. 

Spanish state continues saying no to you. That is why I louder say: “ I renounce, I do not want 

to be an accomplice”. 



Did you remember when I told you not to take logos from others and you continued doing it? 

You use them, like Alianz Peru or FCU between others which do not exist. You have used lots of 

logos in my region and they are fake. You must take them away. Why do you lie? In your 

courses page you do the same using universities logos saying you have an agreement with 

them. Mendoza`s University was asked about it and they answered you have any agreement 

with                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

them.. Here, we call it “to cheat people”. I always told you it was preferable to be real few 

ones tham many fakes. You have created your own fantasy world. That is why I say : “ I 

renounce, I do not want to be an accomplice”. 

Keep for yourself Alianz Canine International – FCI – Federation Canine International  AFIC, 

keep for yourself your intrigues and chicaneries, everything is too dark, strange, a fantasy. I live 

a honest reality .  We have reached to this point because you have paid my honest help with  

lies and thousand of different false faces. 

I require you to take away any image or name related to me from your web sites. The 

Asociacion civil sin fines de lucro, Argentinian Kennel Club (KCA) as it is pointed in its statue is 

going to decide, in the next meeting, if it continues or not being part of Alianz Canine 

Worldwide – FCI_ Federation Canine International – AFIC. 

Because all the points I have remarked, and more facts I prefer to keep for myself, I say “ I 

renounce, I do not want to be an accomplice”. 

Yours truly, 

 

Miguel Angel Nodar 

KCA Argentinian Kennel Club President,  

Canine Official Register, Argentinian Republic. 


